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Abstract—Proposals to establish a “science of interaction” have been forwarded from Information Visualization and Visual
Analytics, as well as Cartography, Geovisualization, and GIScience. This paper reports on two studies to contribute to this call for
an interaction science, with the goal of developing a functional taxonomy of interaction primitives for map-based visualization. A
semi-structured interview study first was conducted with 21 expert interactive map users to understand the way in which map-based
visualizations currently are employed. The interviews were transcribed and coded to identify statements representative of either the
task the user wished to accomplish (i.e., objective primitives) or the interactive functionality included in the visualization to achieve
this task (i.e., operator primitives). A card sorting study then was conducted with 15 expert interactive map designers to organize
these example statements into logical structures based on their experience translating client requests into interaction designs.
Example statements were supplemented with primitive definitions in the literature and were separated into two sorting exercises:
objectives and operators. The objective sort suggested five objectives that increase in cognitive sophistication (identify, compare,
rank, associate, & delineate), but exhibited a large amount of variation across participants due to consideration of broader user
goals (procure, predict, & prescribe) and interaction operands (space-alone, attributes-in-space, & space-in-time; elementary &
general). The operator sort suggested five enabling operators (import, export, save, edit, & annotate) and twelve work operators
(reexpress, arrange, sequence, resymbolize, overlay, pan, zoom, reproject, search, filter, retrieve, & calculate). This taxonomy
offers an empirically-derived and ecologically-valid structure to inform future research and design on interaction.
Index Terms—Science of interaction, interaction primitives, interactive maps, geovisualization, interaction techniques

1

I N TR ODU C TION

Information visualization involves both representation and
interaction [1-3]. An information visualization professional must be
skillful at the design and execution of graphic representations that
legibly and engagingly encode information about real-world
phenomena, as well as the design and implementation of graphic
interfaces that effectively and efficiently enable users to manipulate
these representations. Luckily, the professional can draw from
decades of scientific insights on visual perception, visual cognition,
and visual semiotics to inform the design and execution of the
representation [4]. Among the most important breakthroughs
regarding the science of representation was establishment of the
visual variables, or basic building blocks of a graphic representation
that altogether constitute the graphic language [5]. Such a taxonomy
of representation primitives not only exposed the dimensions across
which a graphic can vary to encode information, but also provided a
theoretical structure for developing a deeper understanding of
representation through scientific experimentation [6].
The information visualization professional is less lucky when
turning to the design and implementation of the interface. There exist
several formative works on interaction design [7-9] and a growing
number of synthesis resources within Information Visualization that
treat equally the topics of representation and interaction [10-12]. Yet,
much work remains regarding the science of interaction [13], with
establishment of a broadly applicable taxonomy of interaction
primitives—or basic building blocks of interactivity—considered the
“grand challenge” of this nascent interaction science [14]. That is not
to say that a functional taxonomy of interaction primitives has yet to
be offered; as described below, there are many and they vary widely.
One limitation of extant taxonomies potentially contributing to this
variation is that few are empirically-derived; see the work of Amar et
al. [15] and Yi et al. [2] for recent exceptions.
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The research reported here takes an empirical approach to
establishing an interaction primitive taxonomy that is specific to
interactive maps, or visualizations representing the two-dimensional
data type [16, 17]. Geovisualization is a well-established research
thrust within Information Visualization, drawing upon and
contributing to research on Cartography and GIScience [18-20].
Proposals for a science of “cartographic” interaction from Interactive
Cartography and Geovisualization mirror those in Information
Visualization [21-24]. While the proximate goal of this research is
establishment of an empirically-derived and ecologically-valid
taxonomy of cartographic interaction primitives, the research was
designed to contribute to interaction science broadly.
The paper is organized into five additional sections. In the next
section, background is provided on two published frameworks
regarding the science of cartographic interaction [25, 26]; the
purpose of the background section is not to duplicate these literature
review efforts, but to introduce and define core concepts from these
reviews that informed the research reported here. The third section
describes the design of two empirical studies leveraging
professionals in Interactive Cartography and Geovisualization. Semistructured interviews were completed with 21 expert interactive map
users to elicit example statements indicating either user tasks (i.e.,
objectives) or interactive functionality (i.e., operators). A card
sorting study including two sorting exercises (objectives vs.
operators) was completed by 15 expert interactive map designers to
organize these statements into logical structures. The fourth and fifth
sections provide results for and discussion of the objective and
operator sorting exercises, respectively. Limitations and future
directions are provided in the sixth and final conclusion section.
2

B ACK G RO UN D

2.1
Fundamental Questions for Interaction Science
The scope of interaction science has been addressed by a range of
scholars, as indicated above [7-14]. Drawing from these reviews,
Roth [25] proposed a research agenda for cartographic interaction
science organized according to six fundamental questions: (1) what?
is cartographic interaction, (2) why? provide cartographic interaction,
(3) when? should cartographic interaction be provided, (4) who?
should be provided cartographic interaction, (5) where? should
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cartographic interaction be provided, and (6) how? should
cartographic interaction be provided.
Each of these questions relates to key themes within Interactive
Cartography and Geovisualization specifically, and Information
Visualization and Visual Analytics broadly. The what? question
grapples with the definition of interaction, accepting a distinction
between interaction (user experience design) and interface (user
interface design) [27]. The interaction includes three components:
(1) the human (resulting in a user-centered perspective), (2) the
visualization (interface-centered), and (3) a mediating computing
device (technology-centered). The why? question approaches the
value of interaction, relating to broad discussions on distributed
cognition [28], visual thinking [29], and insight generation [30] as
well as specific sets of user goals, such as DiBiase’s [31] stages of
science or Pirolli & Card’s [32] sensemaking loops.
The when?, who?, and where? questions provide context for the
interaction from interface-centered, user-centered, and technologycentered perspectives, respectively. The when? question addresses
the times interaction supports work or play, connecting with research
on productivity [33] and work vs. enabling interactions [34]; the
when? question often is a matter of how much? interface to provide,
linking to discussions on flexibility vs. constraint [35] and usability
vs. utility [36]. The who? question investigates how interaction
differs across variation in user ability [37], user expertise [38], and
user motivation [39] and relates to research on universal usability
[40], user-centered design [8], computer supported cooperative work
[41], and geocollaboration [42]. The where? question examines the
constraints imposed by the computing technology, including input
capabilities [43], bandwidth & processing power (together impacting
system response time [44]), and display capabilities [11].
Finally, the how? question approaches both the process of a user
interaction—or how individual interaction exchanges accrue into
larger interaction strategies—as well as the process of designing
interfaces that support these interactions. The how? question of
representation was enlightened by identification and articulation of
the visual variables [5]; similarly, it is the how? question of
interaction that requires the identification and articulation of a
taxonomy of interaction primitives, as such a taxonomy exposes the
dimensions across which an interaction may vary (and thus allows
for diagnosis of suboptimal interaction strategies) as well as provides
a theoretical structure for approaching all six of the fundamental
questions through scientific experimentation.
2.2
Primitives Taxonomies and Stages of (Inter)action
Many scholars have contributed taxonomies of interaction primitives
to inform the how? question of an interaction science, but the nature
of these taxonomies varies considerably. Roth [26] demonstrated that
much of this variation is explained when considering Norman’s [8]
stages of (inter)action model. The stages of interaction model
considers the way in which humans interact with physical or virtual
objects—described as the interaction operand—and separates a
single interaction exchange into seven observable stages: (1) forming
the goal (identifying an ill-defined task, or goal, motivating use of
the visualization), (2) forming the intention (identifying a welldefined task, or objective, that can support the goal), (3) specifying
the action (identifying a system function, or operator, that may
support the objective), (4) executing the action (evoking the operator
on the operand), (5) perceiving the state of the system (seeing the
change to the operand caused by the operator), (6) interpreting the
state of the system (understanding the meaning of this change), and
(7) evaluating the outcome (comparing this new meaning to the
initial goal to see if the goal has been achieved).
Most extant taxonomies compartmentalize interaction according to
objectives, operators, and/or operands, although theoretically a
taxonomy of interaction primitives may be formulated at any of the
stages of interaction. Objective taxonomies parse interaction
according to the user's intention in employing the interface (Stage
#2) and represent the user’s input into the interaction exchange;
alternative terminology for objectives include “operations” [45-48],

“intents” [2], and “tasks” [15, 49-51]. Operator taxonomies parse
interaction according to the functionality constituting an interface
(Stage #3) and describe the generic kinds of methods for
manipulating a visualization [52, 53]; alternative terminology for
operators include “behaviors” [54, 55], “interaction forms” [47, 56],
“interaction kinds” [57], “interaction modes” [58], “interaction
techniques” [17], “manipulations” [1], “operations” [59], and “tasks”
[16]. Finally, operand taxonomies parse interaction according to the
recipient of the operator and describe characteristics of the
visualization that impact the interaction exchange [53]; most operand
taxonomies emphasize the “state” of the visualization [52, 60-62] or
the “type” of visualized information [16, 17, 46, 48, 51, 63].
While the stages of interaction model reconciles the underlying
nature of extant interaction primitive taxonomies, the primitives
included within each group of objective, operator, or operand
taxonomies still vary considerably. Further, different terms
commonly are used to describe the same interaction primitive, or the
same term is used to describe different primitives (as with the varied
use of the terms “operations” and “task” to mean either objectives or
operators). The research reported here was designed to provide
insight for explaining and resolving this variation in primitive
content and terminology at each stage of interaction.
3

M ETH ODS

A pair of studies was conducted to elicit feedback from expert
professionals whose work required daily engagement with the design
or use of map-based visualizations. The mixed method, empirical
approach was adopted to leverage expert knowledge for both the
generation and organization of interaction primitives: (1) an
interview study was conducted to generate ecologically-valid
example statements representative of primitives and (2) a card
sorting study with two sorting exercises was conducted to organize
these statements into a practically-functional taxonomy of interaction
primitives. Because the operand was assumed to be fixed in the
context of map-based visualization (e.g., the two-dimensional data
type from [16, 17]), the studies were designed to establish a
taxonomy of objectives-by-operators only. The objective card sort
also revealed insights into goals and operands, an indication that a
“task” comprises a goal+objective+operand combination.
3.1
Interview Study Design
An interview study was conducted with 21 expert interactive map
users to generate example statements of interaction primitives that
reflect real-world applications of map-based visualization.
Participants were recruited from one of seven application domains
that make use of map-based visualizations: (1) Emergency Response
& Crisis Management, (2) Environmental Science & HumanEnvironment Geography, (3) Epidemiology & Public Health, (4)
History & Historical Geography, (5) Intelligence Analysis, (6) News
& New Media, and (7) Resource Management. Between two and
four participants were interviewed from each of the seven domains to
ensure that each was well represented. All participants (21 of 21) had
earned at a Bachelor's degree in the given application domain and the
majority (17 of 21) of participants had earned a graduate degree.
The interview protocol followed a semi-structured approach [64].
Questioning proceeded in three sections, each aimed at digging
deeper into the participant’s use of map-based visualizations. In the
first section, participants were asked to describe their daily work
tasks and characteristics of the geographic information they visualize
to support these tasks; no explicit reference was made to objectives
or operators in this section to elicit example statements without
prompting. In the second section, participants were asked to
demonstrate and discuss the map-based visualizations they use in
their daily work. In the final section, participants were provided
background on the six fundamental questions reviewed above and
asked directly about objectives and operators. Interview sessions
lasted between 60 and 90 minutes and were conducted at the
participant’s work location in a private room.

3.2
Interview Analysis and Card Sets
The interviews were audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed for
qualitative data analysis [65]. Two independent coders with training
in Interactive Cartography and Geovisualization were hired to
identify statements in the transcripts that exemplified either an
objective or operator; coders were trained on an example transcript
and discussion was held to clarify disagreements. Across the 21
transcripts, the pair of independent coders identified 545 statements
representative of objectives and 823 statements representative of
operators, which subsequently were filtered to 138 and 155
statements for inclusion in the card sorting study. Four criteria were
used to filter the statements: (1) the statement must be identified as
an objective or operator by both coders, (2) the statement indicating
an objective or operator could not be repeated exactly within a single
interview session (only one of a set of duplicates was included), (3)
statements describing examples of objectives or operators must have
a clear referent, and (4) the statements must identify objectives that
are geographic in nature or operators that are cartographic in nature.
These two sets of primitives then were supplemented by
definitions of primitives included in extant objective taxonomies [2,
15, 45-49, 51, 66] or operator taxonomies [1, 16, 17, 47, 52-59]. The
taxonomies reviewed above include 55 objective primitives and 72
operator primitives; this set was filtered to 40 and 51, respectively,
based on two criteria: (1) a complete definition must be provided for
every primitive in the taxonomy; and (2) if the taxonomy is based on
a prior taxonomy, the taxonomy must extend or revise the original.
The combination of statements from interviews and definitions from
the literature resulted in 178 objective statements and 206 operator
statements for inclusion in the card sorting study (Table 1),
frequencies near the recommended maximum of 200 cards [67]. The
complete sets of objective and operator statements are available as
supplementary materials.
Table 1. Original versus Final Card Frequency
Sort
Objectives
Operators

Interviews
orig.
final
545
138
823
155

Literature
orig.
final
55
40
72
51

Total
orig.
600
895

final
178
206

3.3
Card Sorting Study Design
A card sorting study was conducted with 15 expert interactive map
designers to organize the objective and operator cards into logical
structures using their real-world experience translating client
requests into interaction designs. Card sorting requires participants to
organize a set of cards into internally-homogenous categories based
on similarity along an identified sorting criterion [68]. The card
sorting study included different sorting exercises for objectives and
operators; all 15 participants completed both card sorting exercises.
The sample size (n=15) meets recommendations for the card sorting
method to balance between explanatory power and project resources
[69]. All participants (15 of 15) had earned at a Bachelor's degree in
a discipline related to information science (e.g., GIS) and the
majority (13 of 15) of participants had earned a graduate degree.
Both card sorting exercises followed the guided sorting approach
in which the cards and sorting criterion are provided, but the
categories into which the cards must be sorted are created and named
by the participants [70]. Before starting each card sorting exercise,
participants reviewed a written description of the sorting criterion for
the given exercise (i.e., the concept of objectives or operators).
Participants were not given example categories to avoid biasing the
sort and were instructed to avoid sorting the cards according to the
seven application domains (i.e., participants were asked to make
connection across domains, rather than sort according to domain).
Both card sorting studies were administered online using the
WebSort card sorting tool [71]. WebSort uses a tabletop metaphor
for card sorting, providing a drag-and-drop interface solution for
moving the cards from the left card stack to the central workspace

Fig. 1. The WebSort Card Sorting Interface (websort.net)

(Fig. 1). Participants were instructed to create a ‘Discard’ category
for cards that were not examples of an objective or operator as well
as an ‘Other’ category for cards that were clearly objectives or
operators, but did not fit cleanly into the participant’s classification.
Once all cards were sorted, participants were instructed to refine
their structure by reviewing the category contents and making
modifications where appropriate. Before submitting their sorting
structure, participants were required to provide a name for each
created category and an explanation about their sorting approach
using the ‘Leave a comment’ tab. Most participants completed the
pair of card sorting exercises within 150 minutes, with a maximum
of 180 minutes; participants were compensated $50 for their time.
3.4
Card Sorting Analysis
The primary metric used to interpret guided card sorts is pairwise
(card-vs-card) agreement, defined as the percentage of participants
that rated a given pair of cards as members of the same category
[72]. The sorts were analyzed statistically by applying average link
hierarchical clustering on pairwise agreement scores [73]. While
hierarchical clustering exposes consolidated groupings of similar
cards and key areas of confusion across the sorting strategies, it does
not prescribe the optimal number of clusters. A pair of statistical
information graphics was generated for each card sorting exercise to
facilitate interpretation of the hierarchical clustering results: (1) an
interactive dendogram, with cards ordered according to the clustering
results, and (2) a pairwise agreement matrix, with cards ordered by
the clustering results and matrix cells shaded by pairwise agreement.
The objective and operator matrices are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
respectively; only one half of the symmetrical matrices are shown for
space. The final clusters—and thus the primitives included in the
taxonomy—were identified through a combination of the
hierarchical clustering results, the pair of information graphics, and
the qualitative feedback provided through the ‘Leave a comment’
tab; the 16 clusters (Fig. 2: A-P) identified from the objective sort are
discussed in Section 4 while the 17 clusters (Fig 3: A-Q) identified
from the operator sort are discussed in Section 5.
The reliability of the clusters was evaluated by examining their
stability within subsets of participant sorts [74, 75]. For each card
sorting exercise, the set of 15 sorts was divided into three groups of
n=5 (sample A, B, and C), with these samples then combined to
produce three composite samples of n=10 (A+B, A+C, B+C) such
that each individual participant sorting strategy was included in two
of the three composite samples [76]. The pairwise agreement matrix
for each sample was compared against the identified clusters from
the overall pairwise agreement matrix (i.e., the baseline) to identify
the pairs of cards that were categorized differently in the given
sample compared to the baseline. The number of card pairs
categorized similarly in the sample and baseline was tallied and

divided by the total number of card-by-card pairs in the baseline,
resulting in a similarity percentage. The three objective samples
shared on average 63.0% similarity with the overall objective
clusters while the three operator samples shared on average 83.3%
similarity with the overall operator structure. The distinction between
reliability measures indicates that participant sorting strategies varied
much more for the objective card sorting study compared to the
operator card sorting study. Discussion of the variation in the
objective sorting exercise is provided in Section 4.
4

R ES U LTS

AND

D ISC USS ION : O B JE C TIVE S

4.1
Participant Agreement on Objectives
Structures elicited from participants in the objective card sorting
exercise exhibited a large amount of variation, as indicated by the
similarity score of only 63.0% for the objective card sorts.
Participant comments provided through the ‘Leave a comment’ tab
explicated much of the observed variation across participant sorting
strategies. While the order of cards resulting from the hierarchical
clustering primarily reflects the provided objective criterion,
participants applied at least three competing criteria while sorting. In
other words, many participants used additional salient qualities
within the objective card set to subdivide the initial objective
categories further. Two of these criteria are related to the interaction
operand (Section 4.2) while the third suggests a potential set of user
goals (Section 4.3). Five objective primitives were identified after
controlling for operands and user goals (Section 4.4).
4.2
Operand Primitives
As stated above, an individual card sorting exercise was not included
for operand primitives due to the emphasis on map-based
visualizations. However, many of the objective cards included the
operand as part of the statement. While the identification of operand
primitives was an unplanned benefit of the objective sort, not all
participants applied the operand sorting criterion in their sorting
strategies, as they were not instructed to do so. The inconsistent
application of the two operand sorting criteria explains much of the
variation across participant sorts.
Both of the competing operand sorting criteria closely match
dimensions from the Andrienko et al. [48] operational task
taxonomy. The most influential operand sorting criterion was the
search target, which includes location, time, and objects as operand
primitives [63]. Many participants maintained an emphasis on the
spatial/geographic search target in their category names, resulting in
a three-part operand taxonomy that is explicitly cartographic:
(1) Space-Alone: The space-alone operand describes interactions
with the geographic component of the visualization only.
(2) Attributes-in-Space: The attributes-in-space operand
describes interactions with the mapped attributes to
understand how characteristics or qualities of geographic
phenomena vary in space.
(3) Space-in-Time: The space-in-time operand describes
interactions with the temporal component of the map to
understand how geographic phenomena change over time.
When participants applied this three-part operand distinction, it
was to differentiate within the five objectives. Three objectives were
composed of two smaller clusters discriminated by the space-alone
vs. attributes-in-space operands; compare (Figs. 2K & 2A), rank
(Figs. 2L & 2M), and delineate (Figs. 2H & 2G). Cards
exemplifying the space-in-time operand were contained in a single
cluster regardless of objective (Fig. 2I), with the exception of spacein-time instances of the associate objective (Fig. 2B), which
primarily include objectives regarding trends and cause/effect
relationships over time. Table 2 provides example cards for each
objective and operand combination.
The second applied operand sorting criterion relates to Andrienko
et al.’s [48] search level, or the percentage of all map features under
consideration. Andrienko et al. simplify Bertin’s [5] levels of map

reading to include only two search levels: elementary (one map
feature) and general (several-to-all map features). The pairwise
agreement matrix reflects participant sorting on both search target
and search level within the identify objective only, resulting in four
clusters: (1) attributes-in-space at the general level (Fig. 2J), (2)
space-alone at the general level (Fig. 2N), (3) attributes-in-space at
the elementary level (Fig. 2O), and (4) space-alone at the general
level (Fig. 2P). Participants were less inclined to sort according to
search level within the other objective primitives, perhaps because
there were less total instances of the other objectives in the objective
sorting exercise. Other characteristics of the interaction operand,
such as the state of the visualization [52, 60, 61] or the type of
visualized information [17, 46, 51], did not appear to influence
sorting.
4.3
Interaction Goals
The majority of participants isolated a small set of cards according to
the “cognitive involvement” of the objective, a distinction related to
user goals introduced in Section 2. Most of the included objective
cards provide examples of basic information retrieval from the map.
However, roughly two dozen of the cards required what participants
described as a “broader assessment” or “advanced decision making.”
The objective pairwise agreement matrix indicates that participants
generally separated these cards from the rest of the set, resulting in
two clusters. The objective card sorting exercise therefore identified
three broad user goals motivating use of the visualization:
(1) Procure: The procure goal describes interactions that are
performed to retrieve information about the represented
geographic phenomena. Approximately 150 of the 176 cards
included in the objective sort exemplify this user goal,
indicating that procure perhaps is the most common goal
motivating use of visualizations (or the easiest to articulate).
(2) Predict: The predict goal describes interactions that are
performed to forecast what may occur in the future based on
current conditions (Fig. 2F). The predict goal is an order of
magnitude more complex cognitively than procure, as the
user must combine the insight procured interactively from the
visualization with their domain knowledge and past
experience to estimate what may occur at a later date.
(3) Prescribe: The prescribe goal describes interactions that are
performed to decide what should occur in the future based on
current conditions and future predictions (Fig. 2E). The
prescribe goal is the most complex cognitively of the three
goals, as it requires prediction of what is likely to happen in
the future with an additional intervention step to alter the
future course towards one deemed optimal.
4.4
Objective Primitives
The objective card sorting study revealed five objective primitives
once resolving the competing sort criteria. The clusters associated
with each objective are proximate in the pairwise agreement matrix,
with the exception of compare (Fig. 2A & 2K). Such overall
proximity of clusters indicates that the concept of objectives
remained the most influential criterion on participant sorts, with the
operand and goal criteria applied to refine the categories further.
There is disagreement in the literature if objective ‘primitives’
must be on the same semantic level of meaning. Yi et al. [2] argued
against inclusion of primitives that vary in their level of meaning;
they did not include the compare objective because it was considered
a composite of two identify objectives. In contrast, Crampton [51]
purposefully included objective primitives that increase in
sophistication along a continuum from basic to complex. Most
participants accepted such a continuum in their objective sort; one
participant stated that the sort followed a “progression from simple
objectives to complex” while a second stated that the categories
varied from “simple geographic non-computational questions [and]
actions” to “complex geographic inquiries.” The five objective
primitives increase in sophistication in the following order:

(1) Identify: The identify objective describes interactions that
examine an individual map feature. The identify objective is
included in a majority of extant taxonomies [45-50], and
describes a geographic search (i.e., ‘find in space’) with
regard to the space-alone operand (Figs. 2P & 2N) and an
attribute search (i.e., ‘find attribute value’) with regard to the
attributes-in-space operand (Figs. 2O & 2J). This difference
is synonymous with the distinction between spatial search
and thematic search in GIS [77] and is related to the
inclusion of a locate primitive in some objective taxonomies
[46, 49] to discriminate between identify in space (locate)
versus attribute (identify generally). When applied to the
space-in-time operand primitive, the identify objective
describes a temporal search (i.e., ‘find in time’) or a spatial
search with time a constraint (Fig. 2I).
(2) Compare: The compare objective describes interactions that
determine the similarities and differences between two map
features. The compare primitive also is included in the
majority of extant taxonomies [45-51]. Regarding the spacealone operand, the compare objective examines the
difference in bearings or distances of two map features to a
reference point as well as the difference in the distributions
(e.g., extent or shape) of two kinds of geographic phenomena
(Fig. 2K). When the compare objective is applied to the
attributes-in-space operand, the compare objective evaluates
the difference between attribute values of two map features
(numerical) or determines if the map features are members of
the same or different feature type (categorical) (Fig. 2A).
Finally, the compare objective applied to the space-in-time
operand examines the time between two geographic events or
the difference between geographic patterns exhibited at
different time periods, temporal composites, or temporal
resolutions (Fig. 2I).
(3) Rank: The rank objective describes interactions to determine
the order or relative position of three or more map features.
The rank objective is included in several extant taxonomies
[46, 49] and relates to Amar et al.'s [15] find anomalies and
find extremum (outliers) objectives. When applied to the
space-alone operand, the rank objective orders map features
by spatial proximity to a reference point (i.e., ‘nearest’ or
‘farthest’) (Fig. 2L); map features also can be ranked
according to bearing and size, although no statements were
elicited indicating this use of rank. Regarding the attributesin-space operand, the rank objective orders map features
according to a numerical (i.e., ‘most’ or ‘least’) or ordinal
(e.g., ‘best’ or ‘worst’) attribute (Fig. 2M). Finally, the rank

objective applied to the space-in-time operand orders map
features according to temporal proximity (i.e., ‘first’ or ‘last’)
or other temporal characteristics, such as their temporal
extent or position in cyclical time (Fig. 2I).
(4) Associate: The associate objective describes interactions to
characterize the relationship among multiple map features.
The associate objective is included in several extant
taxonomies [46, 49]. When applied to the space-alone
operand, the associate objective describes the strength of
spatial connectedness (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, the associate
in space-alone cluster also included cards describing routes
between locations and topology among regions, instances that
are not the prototypical example of associate but do
characterize relationships in space nonetheless. Regarding the
attributes-in-space operand, the associate objective is
synonymous with the more specific correlate primitive
included in several objective taxonomies [15, 46, 49], in
which two variables are characterized according to their
dependency on one another (Fig. 2C). When applied to the
space-in-time operand, the associate objective includes
determining trends over time as well as cause and effect
relationships. As noted above, associate is the only objective
with a cluster specific to the space-in-time operand (Fig. 2B),
indicating the salience of temporal trends in the cards.
(5) Delineate: The delineate objective describes interactions that
are performed to organize map features into a logical
structure. The delineate objective encapsulates the categorize
and cluster objectives included in extant taxonomies [46, 49].
When applied to the space-alone operand, the delineate
objective divides map features into internally homogenous
and externally identifiable geographic neighborhoods or
regions (Fig. 2H). Regarding the attributes-in-space operand,
the delineate objective divides map features into internally
homogenous and externally identifiable groups according to
feature characteristics (Fig. 2G). Finally, the delineate
objective applied to the space-in-time operand divides map
features into internally homogenous and externally
identifiable eras; the delineate by space-in-time cluster also
included cards describing the delineation of spikes and
troughs in dynamic geographic phenomena (Fig. 2I).
Table 2 provides an example card for each objective-operand
combination. The salient nature of goals, objectives, and operands in
the card set suggests that a “task” is only meaningful and achievable
when the goal, objective, and operand are articulated. Therefore,
examples of all relevant goal+objective+operand task combinations
should be included in task protocols when evaluating visualizations.

Table 2. Examples of Each Objective and Operand Combination
Objective
Identify

Compare

Rank

Associate

Delineate

Space-Alone
find in space (where?)
identify your house based on an aerial image
in Google Earth
difference between bearings, distances,
extents, or shapes
compare the distribution of patients over 65
years old to the distribution of patients not
treated with radiation
order by nearest/farthest
where are the nearest schools to the toxic
chemical release?
strength of connectedness; routing/topology

Attributes-in-space
find attribute value (what? or who?)
what explosives materials are known to be
inside a building that is on fire?
difference between values (numerical); same
or different type (categorical)

Space-in-time
find in time (when?)
how many hotels were in the town in the late
1800s?
difference in time lengths, composites, or
resolutions; change

discern between two types of policies on the
map

compare the historic vegetation to the
current vegetation

order by most/least, best/worst
which county has the highest mesothelioma
mortality rate?
correlation between variables

this small town community is connected to
which major urban systems?

is socioeconomic status correlated spatially
to gonorrhea rates?

order by first/last
have any apprehensions occurred in the last
seven days in this area?
trend across time; cause/effect
see if the remediation procedure resulted in
reducing the geographic extent of the
chemical

division into distinct regions;
clustered/disperse
where are the high risk clusters of disease
morbidity?

division into distinct types according to
attribute values
find clusters of similar attribute values
within a set of map features

division into distinct periods; spikes/troughs
look into a spike of disorderly conduct cases
in an area

Fig. 2 (top). The Pairwise Agreement Matrix for the Objective Card Sorting Exercise. Fig. 3 (bottom). The Pairwise Agreement Matrix for the
Operator Card Sorting Exercise.
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5.1
Participant Agreement on Operators
Unlike the objective sort, structures elicited during the operator card
sorting exercise exhibited a high degree of similarity, as indicated by
a similarity score of 83.3%. The consistency across participants is
illustrated by the Fig. 3 pairwise agreement matrix, which shows
clusters as triangular-shaped subsets of card pairs along the diagonal
axis. Interestingly, participants appeared to isolate work operators,
which accomplish the desired objective, from enabling operators,
which are required to prepare for or clean up from work operators
[34]. Several extant operator taxonomies also distinguish enabling
and work operators [2, 16, 52]. Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 discuss
clusters indicating enabling and work operators, respectively.
5.2
Enabling Operator Primitives
Enabling operators are isolated at both ends of the diagonal in Fig 3,
while work operators are grouped in the center. Approximately 25%
(50 of 206 cards) describe enabling interactions, illustrating the
importance of considering enabling operators when conceptualizing
and designing visualizations. Analysis of the operator sort indicated
five enabling operators:
(1) Import: The import operator describes interactions that load a
dataset or previously generated map (Fig. 3A). The import
operator is applied primarily at the beginning of an
interaction session to initialize the visualization, but can be
performed throughout the session if additional datasets are
needed. The import cluster also included cards describing
dynamic loading of real-time data feeds from web services.
(2) Export: The export operator describes interactions that
extract a generated map or the geographic information
underlying the map for future use outside of the visualization
(Fig. 3B). The export operator is the conceptual opposite of
the import operator and generally is performed when moving
to a different map use setting in order to clean up from prior
work interactions within the current setting. The new setting
may support analog map use only, such as printing a
hardcopy of the map or generating a text-based report.
(3) Save: The save operator describes interactions that store the
generated map, the geographic information underlying the
map, or the system status for future use within the
visualization (Fig. 3C). The save and export operators are
conceptually similar, with the primary difference being the
future setting of map use (internal versus external). The save
operator supports undo and redo interactions, a pair of
enabling interactions related to history [16]; participants did
not distinguish between save and undo/redo in their sorting
approaches, given their reliance on each other.
(4) Edit: The edit operator describes interactions that manipulate
the geographic information underlying the map, which then
alters all subsequent representations of that information (Fig.
3P). The edit operator reinforces state-based operand
taxonomies [52, 60, 61], distinguishing operators applied to
the data-state (edit) from those applied to the visualizationstate (work interactions). Based on participant card sorting,
all enabling interactions (e.g., add, create, delete, join, and
manipulate objects) listed by Chuah & Roth [52] fall within
the scope of the edit operator.
(5) Annotate: The annotate operator describes interactions that
add graphic markings and textual notes to the visualization
(Fig 3Q). Annotation relates to the use of maps in support of
distributed cognition [28], with the annotate operator
explicitly facilitating visual thinking by allowing the user to
externalize insights directly onto the map as they interact
with it [29]. Therefore, the annotate operator is less an
enabling interaction applied to prepare for or clean up from
work interactions, but instead an enabling interaction that
enhances the analytical value of work interactions.

5.3
Work Operator Primitives
The operator card sorting study revealed a diverse set of 12 work
operators that are distinct from the enabling operators reviewed
above. Interestingly, neither brushing nor linking—two of the three
most common operator primitives found in extant taxonomies [26]—
were separated into a cluster. Statements in the ‘Leave a comment’
tab described brushing as a two-step process in which the direct
manipulation interface style is used to assign an operator to one or
more map features of interest (brushing+operator), with linking then
a coordination to other views (brushing+operator+linking). As one
participant stated, “operators that happen when a user brushes the
display could be in several different categories...all methods for
extracting information are treated together, whether that is by
brushing, clicking, or the identify tool.”
The 12 work operators span across four broad and overlapping
categories: (1) operators that manipulate the kind, layout, and order
of maps (reexpress, arrange, & sequence respectively); (2) operators
that manipulate the design of the map (resymbolize, overlay, &
reproject); (3) operators that manipulate the user’s viewpoint to the
map (pan & zoom); and (4) operators that further examine features
within the map (filter, search, retrieve, & calculate). The grouping
of operator primitives in Fig. 3 generally reflects these four
categories, with several exceptions (e.g., sequence is located next to
the enabling operators import, export, & save; reproject is located
next to pan & zoom). Work operators include:
(1) Reexpress: The reexpress operator describes interactions that
change the visual isomorph [35, 78] (Fig. 3J). The term
“dynamic reexpression” originates from Tukey [79] and is
included in several operator taxonomies [54, 55].
Cartographically, the reexpress operator describes a change
to the kind of map displayed (choropleth, proportional
symbol, dot density, etc.), an operator primitive alternatively
described as altering representation type [56], encode data
[52], and same data, changing representation [57]. Cards
included in the reexpress cluster also include transformations
to the original geographic information that produces a new
visual isomorph, which can be based on attributes in the
dataset (e.g., switching between linear and logarithmic) or the
temporal component of the dataset (e.g., switching between
linear and composite representations of time).
(2) Arrange: The arrange operator describes interactions that
manipulate the layout of views in a coordinated visualization
(Fig. 3H), an operator included by Buja et al. [1].
Interestingly, the small subset of cards referencing linking
were sorted by participants into the broader arrange operator.
(3) Sequence: The sequence operator describes interactions that
generate an ordered set of related maps (Fig. 3D), an operator
included in several taxonomies [47, 58]. The generated set of
maps shows only a subset of the geographic information
(rather than a visual isomorph of equivalent information
content), as in the case of static small multiples or dynamic
animations. While all cards in the sequence cluster described
temporal animations (the space-in-time operand), the
sequence operator also may generate an animation according
to the geographic or attribute information components.
(4) Resymbolize: The resymbolize operator describes interactions
that change the design parameters of a map type without
changing the map type itself (Fig. 3I). Parameters of the
resymbolize operator are specific to the map type, with cards
describing interactions with the classification scheme (all
graduated map types), the color scheme (choropleth or
hypsometric tinting of isoline), the dot value (dot density),
the contour interval (isoline), the scaling ratio (proportional
symbol), and the basemap styling (reference maps). The
resymbolize operator is described alternatively in extant
taxonomies as altering symbolization [56], colormap
manipulation [47, 58], same representation, changing
parameters [57], and set-graphical-value [52].

(5) Overlay: The overlay operator describes interactions that
adjust the feature types included in the map (Fig. 3K). Cards
included in the overlay cluster describe adding or removing
context layers in reference mapping (i.e., toggle visibility
[56]) and changing the mapped attribute in thematic mapping
(i.e., assignment [47, 58]). The overlay operator differs from
reexpress in that information is either added or removed from
the map (i.e., the new map is not a visual isomorph).
(6) Reproject: The reproject operator describes interactions that
change the map projection translating coordinates on the
curved Earth to a flat plane (Fig. 3G). The reproject operator
is synonymous with Edsall et al.’s [56] re-projection
operator, but different than Keim’s [17] dynamic projection
operator, which primarily applies to the assignment of
variables to the axes of a multivariate representation.
(7) Pan: The pan operator describes interactions that change the
geographic center of the map and is used when a portion of
the map is off screen (Fig. 3F). The pan operator is included
in one extant taxonomy [56] and is described as observer
motion [54, 55] or viewpoint manipulation [47, 58] when
combined with zoom. Interestingly, participants included
cards describing changes to the viewing angle as part of the
pan operator, rather than splitting this subset of interactions
into a separate operator, such as object rotation [54, 55].
(8) Zoom: The zoom operator describes interactions that change
the scale and/or resolution of the map (Fig. 3E). Cards
included in this cluster describe magnification or reduction of
the map (i.e., a change in map scale) as well as increase or
decrease in detail without changing scale (i.e., a change in
map resolution); this latter use of zoom operator relates to the
initial definition of focusing [1]. Zoom is included as an
operator primitive in several operator taxonomies [16, 17, 56]
and is combined with pan in descriptions of observer motion
[54, 55] and viewpoint manipulation [47, 58].
(9) Filter: The filter operator describes interactions that identify
map features meeting one or a set of user-defined conditions
(Fig. 3N). The filter operator is included in several
taxonomies [16, 17] and is synonymous with some uses of
focusing [47, 58] and conditioning [56]; see Roth [26] for a
discussion on the varied use of the term focusing in the
literature. Application of the filter operator often results in
removal of the map features that do not meet user-defined
criteria (i.e., delete), but also may emphasize the matching
map features (highlight), deemphasize non-matching map
features (shadow highlight), or add labels to the matching
map features (label) [59]; this similarity between filter and
Becker & Cleveland’s “brushing operations” perhaps
explains why participants grouped cards denoting instances
of brushing multiple map features within the filter cluster.
(10) Search: The search operator describes interactions that
identify a particular location or map feature of interest (Fig.
3M). The search operator is conceptually similar to the filter
operator and can result in a similar user experience. A key
difference is that the search operator looks for a direct match
on a single identifier (typically the name, address, or
timestamp of the feature), while the filter operator looks for
matches within a subset of values (for categorical variables)
or across a range of values (for numerical variables) in one or
more facets of the dataset. Thus, search directly enters the
map to locate a feature of interest that is already known,
while filter iteratively refines the map to identify potential
features of interest. The majority of participants isolated a set
of seven cards that denote the search objective from the
larger set of cards constituting the filter operator, indicating
that there is a salient difference between the two operators.
(11) Retrieve: The retrieve operator describes interactions that
request specific details about a map feature or map features
of interest (Fig. 3L). The retrieve operator is synonymous
with uses of accessing extra information [57], accessing

exact information [56], and details-on-demand [16]. The
retrieve operator commonly is implemented using the direct
manipulation interface style, perhaps explaining why most
card examples illustrating brushing of a single map feature
were sorted by participants into the retrieve cluster; retrieve
is not specific to a single interface style—like all primitives
identified through the operator card sorting study—and can
be implemented through other, non-direct interface styles.
(12) Calculate: Finally, the calculate operator describes
interactions that derive new information about map features
of interest (Fig. 5O). The calculate operator can generate
simple spatial measurements and descriptive statistics as well
as steer complex spatial models and geocomputational
routines. The calculate operator is important to the call in
Visual Analytics for a tighter integration between
visualization and computation [14]; that there are only three
cards in the calculate cluster is an indication that such
integration between visualization and computation is
inadequate in Interactive Cartography and Geovisualization.
Table 3 provides an example card for each enabling and work
operator identified from the operator card sorting exercise.
Table 3. Examples of Each Enabling and Work Operator
Operator
Card Example
Enabling Operators
Import
get started by loading a stock map design of the world
Export
export the maps as a .pdf
save the map so that you can come back later to make a
Save
modification
Edit
select a point to change the attribute data
Annotate
mark up the map to show where to send resources
Work Operators
Reexpress
switch among multiple map representation strategies
arrange a large number of maps for simultaneous
Arrange
comparison
Sequence
display one time slice after another on the map
Resymbolize change the relative sizing of circular proportional symbols
click on the layer panel to show layers of different types of
Overlay
crimes
project the map using the Albers equal area conic
Reproject
projection
Pan
pan the map to a different location
Zoom
zoom in to see what is around the point source
perform a query that specifies the range of contaminant
Filter
concentration levels
enter search words into Google Maps to find target
Search
communities in Pittsburgh
brush over the first district of California to see how people
Retrieve
voted
Calculate
select two cities and calculate the distance between them
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This paper reports on two studies that contribute to the “grand
challenge” facing a science of interaction: establishing a taxonomy
of interaction primitives [14]. The empirical approach described here
focused on map-based visualization, leveraging expert knowledge
from interactive map users to generate statements exemplifying
interaction primitives and expert knowledge from interactive map
designers to organize these examples into logical structures. The pair
of studies resulted in a taxonomy of cartographic interaction
primitives with four dimensions matching four stages in Norman’s
[8] stages of interaction model:
(1) Goals (Stage #1): procure, predict, & prescribe;
(2) Objectives (Stage #2): identify, compare, rank, associate, &
delineate (increasing in sophistication);
(3) Operators (Stage #3): import, export, save, edit, & annotate
(enabling); reexpress, arrange, sequence, resymbolize,

overlay, reproject, pan, zoom, filter, search, retrieve, &
calculate (work);
(4) Operands (the Object): space-alone, attributes-in-space, &
space-in-time (search target); elementary & general (search
level).
There are several limitations of the reported pair of studies, and
therefore the resulting taxonomy, requiring clarification through
future research. First, the experimental design was specific to mapbased visualization, potentially limiting the generalizability across
Information Visualization, particularly for the operands. However,
nearly all of the goal, objective, and operator primitives derived from
map-based statements have precedent in the Information
Visualization literature, as indicated in the Sections 4 and 5
discussion; thus, cartographers and GIScientists should be drawing
from and contributing to research on interaction in Information
Visualization and Visual Analytics, rather than working in isolation.
Second, the objective card sorting exercise exhibited a large amount
of variation across participants. While the competing sort criteria of
goals and operands explained much of this variation, a follow-up
series of closed card sorting (i.e., with the primitive categories given
before starting the sort) could validate and refine the taxonomy of
interaction primitives. Finally, the taxonomy includes primitives at
only four of Norman’s [8] stages of interaction. Additional research
is needed to explore if and how interaction can be parsed at the
remaining stages, producing a robust eight-dimensional (seven stages
plus the operand) taxonomy of interaction primitives.
The reported taxonomy of interaction primitives holds several
distinct advantages over other extant taxonomies, despite the
aforementioned limitations. First, it is one of the few interaction
primitive taxonomies that is empirically-derived and thus
ecologically-valid, calibrating the included primitives according to
how visualizations are both designed and used in practice. Second,
the taxonomy may be described as a “composite” taxonomy, as the
card sorting study incorporated the primitives—and thus the
underlying ideas about the nature interaction—of other taxonomies.
Such a “composite” taxonomy has the added benefit of lexically
aligning extant taxonomies, resolving overlap and ambiguity of
primitive terminology across taxonomies; the discussion in Sections
4 and 5 therefore serve as a look-up table for translating terminology
across taxonomies. Finally, the four-dimensional nature of the
taxonomy based (although not accounting for all Norman’s [8] stages
of interaction) shifts the focus of a science of interaction away from
user interface design and towards user experience design,
emphasizing the two-way communication between user and
visualization instead of the set of digital tools provided to the user.
Perhaps the largest surprise of the reported research was the inability
to delimit objective from operand primitives, indicating that a focus
on user experience is essential for interaction science and revealing a
new way to conceptualize a “task” in Information Visualization (i.e.,
a goal+objective+operand combination)
The ultimate promise of a taxonomy of interaction primitives, and
the associated how? question of a science of interaction, is the
generation of interaction design and use guidelines. Future scientific
experimentation—informed by the taxonomy of interaction
primitives described here—is needed to diagnose suboptimal
operator strategies given the task (goal+objective+operand), and thus
to promote optimal interaction strategies. Such a science of
interaction is a necessary way forward if we hope to improve our
understanding of interaction to the existing level of representation.
The information visualization professional should be so lucky.
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